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public pressure is one of many 
strategic DIY groups that will 
emerge in the near future. 



we are the symptom of a growing 
sense of awareness transforming 
the youth market.



it’s a new economy where 
subcultural movements and 
brands, as people, will share 
the same creative space.





some of us



we connect over 500 influencers 
and artists reaching together 
over 2M fans like me and you
facebook  2,7 M followers
twitter  1.1 M followers
instagram  100 K followers



tactical groups
In May 2015 we planned the creation of an online 
DIY community of young talents dedicated to the 
amplification of alternative culture. We wanted to 
emulate the subcultural ecosystems of the 70s punk 
movement and house music scene of the 90s.
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people will join
By October of the same year we grew to be a group of 
15 influencers and our online magazine was launched. 
The first challenge we encountered was a general value 
loss in journalism and blogging, so we created a new 
ecosystem where young writers could front the project 
as a community.
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to share ideas
After six months of first-hand experience with over 
100 young talents, we decided to extend our research 
to independent labels and publish it as a series of 
30 video interviews - a pattern emerged, showing the 
collapse of the previous subculture economic model and 
the desire to create a new one.
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that will be streamed
Together with labels, artists and influencers we 
started to strategise physical and digital products 
based on open collaborations, distributed through 
guerrilla activities and online content sharing. We 
are tapping into a new flow that appears to be more 
independent and self-facing than ever.
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below the radar
This changes synergies between brands and the 
subculture economy through continuous evolution, 
and it is down to each one of us to be part of the 
challenge and solution. This new model is based on 
collaboration between people rather than entities. 
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without
deviation
from 
the norm
progress 
is not 
possible



public pressure magazine 

supporting and amplifying subculture communities
made by writers, labels, artists and fans



public pressure digital playlists 

showcasing together over 500 artists
made by subgenres and diy microscenes



public pressure videos

broadcasting the voice of subcultural movements 
made by flimmakers, labels, artists and fans



in 2017
We are working on new projects for 2017 and we want 
your brand on board to create more together.

microsponsoring
diy compilations
the tape factory
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let’s talk



info@publicpressure.org
+44 07846 128746
@jointhepressure
www.publicpressure.org


